NEG Plan for 2006

Introduction
In 2005, we started off leafleting in Manchester; it is not going well as planned. We planned regional training; in some regions they have not held any training so far due to some unforeseeable circumstances. Although we would like to strengthen local EPG through fellowshipping between local EPGs so that we support each other in preaching the Gospel, and yet it is not happened. So there are plenty rooms for improvement this year. I hope that this year’s works for NEG should focus on the following areas, which are as follow:

Objectives
A. To promote the holy work of leafleting in Manchester in Local Church so more EPG members or local church members actively participate this holy work.
B. To strengthen the bonding between local EPG
C. To enhance NEG organisation so that more manpower can be utilised, thus more works can be done

The Way Forward For

Objectives A
Local EPG should take on the promotional role in the promotion of leafleting in Manchester. Not only doing that, but also they should actively take part in leafleting. Therefore, we have scheduled a leafleting plan for all local EPGs to take note of, and put it into local EPGs plan for 2006. For details of leafleting please refer to the leafleting plan for 2006.

In addition we have looked into the possibility of having royal mail to distribute leaflets for us, which will be proposed to and discussed in RA of UKGA for approval due to the fact that it needs financial assistance from UKGA. Please find enclosed Royal Mail leafleting plan for details

Objectives B
Fellowshipping between local EPGs will strengthen the bonding. So each region should set their timetable for fellowship, which will be responsible by regional coordinators, and the timetable should be out in the end of December 2004. Fellowshipping will include the following areas:
   a. Sharing session the preaching work
b. Each local EPG can help one other in term of helping out Evangelistic meeting held by another local church in that region by sending their EPG members to attend or assist the meetings. For in doing so, we can learn from one another, strengthen those EPGs who are weak in preaching the Gospel.
c. Use e-mails to enhance sharing, exchanging ideas and communications.
d. Regional coordinators can hold meeting with local EPG in charge if necessary for the advancement of preaching Gospel.

In addition to above we have schedule once a year regional training which will be held on 28th May 2006, and run concurrently for all regions, and once a year annual meeting which will be November 5 2006, which are part of UKGA holy works schedule for 2006.

Objective C
At the moment, NEG organisation comprises of NEG coordinator, secretary, regional coordinators, and local EPG in charge. It is sad to say that it is not functioned to its full capacity. The main reason is lack of togetherness of working together and commitment for the work of God. I hope that this year we can improve in these area so the NEG can play a leading role in UK evangelism. In order to achieve that we need work together in the following areas:

A. Self-realisation and Self-commission
The right mentality is vital for the success of NEG in leading and helping Local EPG to preach gospel in their locality, and in pioneering area of Manchester. So we pray more to God for enlightenment of importance of our role, with which will make us realise that how important our roles are in preaching Gospel, and how blessed we are that we have this opportunity given by God to participate His holy work in the end time. Therefore personal spiritual cultivation and collective prayer need to be strengthened in 2006.

B. Knowing our responsibilities
   a. NEG co-ordinator is responsible for
      1. Yearly planning
      2. Holding annual meeting
      3. Coordinating between RA of UKGA and NEG, and among regional coordinators and leafleting in charge to make sure the works done according to the plan
      4. Helping and assisting in organising of regional training.
      5. Coordinating follow up work of truth-seekers who response to the leafleting in Manchester.

   b. Secretary is responsible for
      1. Helping and doing all necessary paper work such as minutes taking.
      2. Sending out emails or posts in regard to the progress of works and meetings according to the instruction given by NEG coordinator.
c. Leafleting in Charge is responsible for
   1. Yearly planning for leafleting in Manchester.
   2. Liaising with newspaper distributor in Manchester to arrange for circulating leaflets to households via their postcode system.
   3. Working closely with regional co-ordinators to monitor the progress of leafleting in Manchester.
   4. Keeping all records of leafleting.
   5. Updating the work progress to NEG coordinator on quarterly basis either by email or by phone.

d. Regional Coordinators are responsible for
   1. Working closely with Local EPG EPG in charge to make sure that local EPG can get help timely should they need it,
   2. Following up the work of promoting participation in leafleting in Manchester.
   3. Organising fellowship together with EPG in charge and regional training
   4. Updating NEG coordinator about the work progress on quarterly basis either by email or by phone.

e. EPG in charges are responsible for
   1. Actively participating and encouraging EPG members to participate leafleting in Manchester.
   2. Working closely with regional coordinator to help organise leafleting in Manchester, training, and fellowship.
   3. Attending each meeting held by NEG.
   4. Giving prompt response to the emails sent by NEG.

f. Follow Up Group is responsible for
   1. Bro Johnny Liu to search into renting a place of worship in Manchester if there is a need to hold evangelical meeting.
   2. Bro Alan To is to set up a database
   3. Bro Ken Zhou is to co-ordinate follow-up work.
   4. Sis Wendy Leacock is to send out welcome letters to those who have received generic leaflets, and interested in the truth and notify Bro. Ken Zhou of matter.
   5. Bro Michael Cheung and Sis Christine Lee to send out publications to those who requested according to the instruction from Bro. Ken Zhou

Above is the plan for 2006. I welcome any suggestions or amendments to make the plan better. I sincerely hope that we all can do our best to contribute our parts in preaching gospel nationally. May God guide us in 2006. Please continue praying for NEG’s works and one another so that we can be strengthened and march forward together for Christ Jesus.

Emmanuel

Yours co-worker in Christ
Bro. Ken Zhou